The year 2007 can be seen as the year when generic biologics came to the forefront of discussions in regulatory, scientific and business circles. Three bills were introduced in the US Congress to create an abbreviated approval pathway for biologics, like the one for conventional drugs. In March, the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform held a hearing to discuss the need such a pathway and explore ways to create generic biotech drugs. Numerous reports—from professional, consumer and academic groups—were published in favor of and in opposition to the quick approval of regulations allowing generic biologics. One of the major reasons for this hoopla was that several important FDA regulations (including PDUFA and MDUFMA) were coming up for reauthorization in 2007 and the major stakeholders promoting biogenerics saw an opportunity to insert provisions for them. However, after prolonged and sometimes contentious discussions, biogenerics were omitted from the FDA Amendments Act of 2007, which was signed into law on 27 September. One wonders if biogenerics were excluded as the result of political pressure from influential groups or an extremely cautious approach on the part of the legislators.

Three major factors influence the future of true biological generics. First, due to the complex nature of biologics, a strong scientific case can be made that it is practically impossible to create an exact copy of a biologic drug. FDA has stated many times that the “process is the product,” and minor differences in manufacturing could lead to major changes in the clinical outcomes of a generic product. Both FDA and EMEA have resisted the term “biogenerics,” preferring the terms “biosimilar” and “follow-on biologics” to emphasize that while products might be “similar,” they are not necessarily “bioequivalent.” It has also been stressed that to be truly substitutable, a product would require extensive and costly preclinical testing and clinical trials.

Second, there are no regulatory shortcuts, like the ANDA, for biogeneric approval. FDA has approved some follow-on proteins on a case-by-case basis without requiring extensive preclinical and clinical testing. Nevertheless, the amount of testing required by FDA for these follow-on proteins was much higher than that for generic drugs. More importantly, all were approved in the manner of innovator products, not as substitutable generic versions. The oft-cited EMEA “biosimilar” guidance is unequivocal in stating the need for much more clinical and preclinical data to prove safety and comparability than is expected for generic chemical drugs. While the supporters of biogenerics would like to lift parts of the EMEA process to justify similar regulation in the US, the EMEA process is not an ANDA-style shortcut for biologics and does not define substitutability of biosimilars for innovator products.

Third, unlike a chemical drug, a biologic typically is covered by multiple patents, not only on the product, but also on many of the basic research tools used to develop it. In addition, manufacturing might use proprietary processes covered by trade secrets. While the patents have a finite life, trade secrets can remain protected forever. FDA may, however, refer to non-public proprietary information to compare a similar product’s safety and efficacy. Still, extensive use of proprietary technologies makes it much more difficult to create true copies of biologics.

Are We Ready for Biogenerics?
Despite the obvious hurdles to biogenerics, there is an enormous push in their favor. Generic manufacturers want access to the potentially huge market for these products, while consumer groups and legislators see the promise of significant cost reduction. However, FDA’s major concern is safety. Both FDA and EMEA have resisted the term “biogenerics,” preferring the terms “biosimilar” and “follow-on biologics” to emphasize that while products might be “similar,” they are not necessarily “bioequivalent.” It has also been stressed that to be truly substitutable, a product would require extensive and costly preclinical testing and clinical trials.

While no one denies that biogenerics will lead to cost savings, there is disagreement about the extent thereof. One projection of potential cost savings is about $70 billion over 10 years; however, other estimates project modest savings of less than $4 billion over 10 years. The lower projected numbers dampen the spirit of consumer groups expecting huge savings. The development of each biogeneric product will be a lengthy, complex process, and is projected to cost about $200 million, compared to
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